
From FO(.) to Prolog:
Compiler and applications

Goal
Speeding up the evaluation of definitions over a 
structure by using a tabled Prolog engine.
The current IDP system computes the full 
grounding for every definition, a process that 
easily explodes as the number of domains and 
their sizes increase. XSB, the used Prolog engine, 
avoids this.

Output: Prolog code

Input: logic definitions and structure

From FO(.) to Prolog

Convert each subformula of the 
definitions to an intermediate 
representation, containing 
information about:
1. arguments for corresponding 
prolog clause
2. term ordering
3. variables needing type declaration
Translate the intermediate 
representation to Prolog code.
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:- table reachable/2.
node(a).
node(b).
...
edge(a,b).
edge(b,c).
...
reachable(A,B) :- edge(A,B).
reachable(A,B):- edge(A,C), reachable(C,B).

{
reachable(A,B) <- edge(A,B).
reachable(A,B) <- edge(A,C) ^ reachable(C,B).

}

node = {a;b;c;d;e;f}
edge = {a,b;b,c;b,d;d,e;c,e}

Intermediate representation
      FO(.)          Prolog

reachable(a,f) ?
{ x, y : reachable(x,y) } ?

Tabling avoids recomputation of already-
known goals.

Goal-directed search strategy only 
computes what is strictly necessary.

Results so far
This method yields significant gains for (partially) 
instantiated queries. Inductive definitions also 
benefit from this approach. The former benefits 
mainly from the goal-oriented search strategy of 
XSB, only exploring the necessary part of the 
search space to answer that specific query. The 
latter benefits greatly from the tabling, which 
keeps intermediate results in memory and avoids 
their recomputation. 

Applications
Calculating definitions: A new declarative 
programming paradigm. Many polynomial 
problems can be compactly modeled as inductive 
definitions and solved by calculating definitions 
(materializing views). Prolog engines can do this 
task better than current IDP, and moreover in a 
goal-oriented way.
Lazy grounding: Because Prolog engines work 
query based, this method can be used to calculate 
the value of just a few atomic formula’s. The 
calculation of the entire interpretation is avoided 
this way.
Approximation: Propagation in complex theories 
can be compiled to inductive definitions defining 
predicates that represent which literals can be 
propagated. Prolog execution combined with the 
incremental table maintenance can be used to  
perform propagation without grounding.


